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American Queenmaker 2020-01-21 the first biography of missy meloney

the most important woman you ve never heard of marie missy mattingly

meloney was born in 1878 in an america where women couldn t vote yet

she recognized the power that women held as consumers and family

decision makers and persuaded male publishers and politicians to take

them seriously over the course of her life as a journalist magazine editor

in chief and political advisor missy created the idea of the female

demographic after the passage of the 19th amendment she encouraged

candidates to engage with and appeal to women directly in this role she

advised presidents from hoover and coolidge to fdr by the time she died

in 1943 women were a recognized political force to be reckoned with in

this groundbreaking biography historian julie des jardins restores missy to

her rightful place in american history

NOAA Technical Memorandum ERL MESA. 2005 i am not afraid to be

called a politician declared paul martin sr defending his life s work in

politics next to preaching the word of god there is nothing nobler than to

serve one s fellow countrymen in government this book examines martin s

remarkable career as a liberal reformer and cabinet minister who tackled

the issues of his day with consummate political skill and gritty

determination though some mocked his ambition and doubted his

progressive politics his resolute championing of health care and pension

rights new meanings for canadian citizenship and internationalism in world

affairs would leave its mark on canada s political landscape



'Notice' Provision in the Pigford V. Glickman Consent Decree 2015-05-01

bad judgment is a quintessential fall from grace story about a man from

humble beginnings who rose to the top of the legal profession only to be

removed from the bench because of his bad judgment the intolerant

attitudes of the elite bar and political necessity what did leo landreville

really do and why were some of the most famous lawyers and politicians

in canada in the 1960s determined to end his judicial career landreville

was appointed one of her majesty s justices in 1956 after moving from

sudbury to toronto to take up his job at osgoode hall he and his wife

moved into the newly built and very fashionable benvenuto place and

joined the best clubs but his elevated status was to be short lived as it

turned out he had accepted a stock option from northern ontario natural

gas when nong obtained the gas franchise in sudbury and he was the

mayor soon after settling into his chambers at osgoode hall he exercised

the option and pocketed 117 000 without having laid out a cent landreville

was not the only politician to benefit from his dealings with nong the gas

scandal as it was called brought an early end to the careers of three

provincial conservative cabinet ministers and bruised the reputation of the

liberal leader another beneficiary landreville was charged with municipal

corruption and conspiracy but he managed to beat the accusations when

the law society of upper canada convened a special committee found the

judge guilty of misconduct and called upon the minister of justice to have

him removed the landreville affair began the character assassination of



landreville soon became a national sport and the judge found himself

under investigation by a royal commission a joint parliamentary committee

then recommended that landreville be removed from the bench instead he

resigned in disgrace bad judgment is a probing account of judicial

independence and of what should be done when the conduct of judges is

brought into question a veritable who s who of canadian legal and political

history it provides an inside look at the workings of the judiciary the law

society of upper canada and the ontario and federal governments in their

attempts to deal with a growing scandal that threatened to bring the

administration of justice in canada into disrepute book jacket title

summary field provided by blackwell north america inc all rights reserved

Grit 1996 in 1966 a project to create a national honour for canadians was

begun the first recipients of the order of canada were announced a year

later and in the nearly forty years since the order has become a symbol

familiar to and respected by people from across the country the spirit that

motivates the order of canada celebration inclusion and democracy was

born of the memories of canada s earlier experience with honours from

initial distrust and misunderstanding to the awakening of a national

identity the development of the order reflects the relationship canadians

have with their country their government their culture and their heroes the

order itself is a product of national identity politics and history reflected by

the significance of its recipients accomplishments indeed the order s

history is as fascinating as the more than 4000 canadians who have



received it this first book length history of the order of canada and first

major work on canadian honours by christopher mccreery is a celebration

of the order and a close examination of its unique design and various

early incarnations mccreery provides both a history of the order s

beginnings and a more general overview of trends in canadian honours

extensively illustrated with never before published photographs the order

of canada its origins history and developments pays tribute to the

individuals who felt the need for a system of recognition for canadians

Bad Judgment 2005-01-01 although sophisticated wireless radio

technologies make it possible for unlicensed wireless devices to take

advantage of un used broadcast tv spectra those looking to advance the

field have lacked a book that covers cognitive radio in tv white spaces

tvws filling this need tv white space spectrum technologies regulations

standards and applic

The Order of Canada 2016-04-19 from the mid nineteenth to the late

twentieth centuries saint elizabeths hospital was one of the united states

most important institutions for the care and treatment of the mentally ill

founded in 1855 to treat insane soldiers and sailors as well as civilian

residents in the nation s capital the institution became one of the country

s preeminent research and teaching psychiatric hospitals from the

beginning of its operation saint elizabeths admitted black patients making

it one of the few american asylums to do so this book is a history of the

hospital and its relationship to washington dc s african american



community it charts the history of saint elizabeths from its founding to the

late 1980s when the hospital s mission and capabilities changed as a

result of deinstitutionalization and its transfer from the federal government

to the district of columbia drawing on a wide variety of sources including

patient case files the book demonstrates how race was central to virtually

every aspect of the hospital s existence from the ways in which

psychiatrists understood mental illness and employed therapies to treat it

to the ways that black patients experienced their institutionalization the

book argues that assumptions about the existence of distinctive black and

white psyches shaped the therapeutic and diagnostic regimes in the

hospital and left a legacy of poor treatment of african american patients

even after psychiatrists had begun to reject racialist conceptions of the

psyche yet black patients and their communities asserted their own

agency and exhibited a rights consciousness in large and small ways

from agitating for more equal treatment to attempting to manage the

therapeutic experience

TV White Space Spectrum Technologies 2019-07-10 first published in

1995 this acclaimed study challenges generally accepted truths of the

israel palestine conflict as well as much of the revisionist literature this

new edition critically reexamines dominant popular and scholarly images

in the light of the current failures of the peace process

Madness in the City of Magnificent Intentions 1968 a major new

biography of the iconic austrian empress that challenges the many myths



about her life and rule maria theresa 1717 1780 was once the most

powerful woman in europe at the age of twenty three she ascended to the

throne of the habsburg empire a far flung realm composed of diverse

ethnicities and languages beset on all sides by enemies and rivals

barbara stollberg rilinger provides the definitive biography of maria theresa

situating this exceptional empress within her time while dispelling the

myths surrounding her drawing on a wealth of archival evidence stollberg

rilinger examines all facets of eighteenth century society from piety and

patronage to sexuality and childcare ceremonial life at court diplomacy

and the everyday indignities of warfare she challenges the idealized

image of maria theresa as an enlightened reformer and mother of her

lands who embodied both feminine beauty and virile bellicosity showing

how she despised the ideas of the enlightenment treated her children with

relentless austerity and mercilessly persecuted protestants and jews work

consistent physical and mental discipline and fear of god were the

principles maria theresa lived by and she demanded the same from her

family her court and her subjects a panoramic work of scholarship that

brings europe s age of empire spectacularly to life maria theresa paints

an unforgettable portrait of the uncompromising yet singularly charismatic

woman who left her enduring mark on the era in which she lived and

reigned

Catalog of Books and Reports in the Bureau of Mines Technical Library,

Pittsburgh, Pa 2015-09-15 hillmer history carleton u and a host of other



scholars journalists and government officials assess the legacy of lester b

pearson canada s prime minister during the 1960s to mark the centenary

of his birth pearson was tremendously successful during his diplomatic

career even winning a nobel peace prize he was also a controversial

prime minister and the authors examine all of the paradoxes and

controversies of his tenure topics include canadian national unity pearson

s world view and theories of politics his relationship with the media and

his legacy annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Image and Reality of the Israel-Palestine Conflict 1988 by the start of the

20th century the u s navy had developed a fledgling salvage capability

today under the aegis of the supervisor of salvage the navy routinely

handles assignments around the world guarding u s naval and maritime

interests and responding to requests for assistance from our allies mud

muscle and miracles takes its reader on a journey through the evolution

of salvage from the construction of a cofferdam to reveal battleship

maineat the bottom of havana harbor in 1911 to the use of side scan

sonar and remotely operated vehicles to recover aircraft debris and

complete vessels from the depths the story is one of masterful

seamanship incomparable engineering and absolute ingenuity and

courage it is also the history of one of our nation s longest lasting public

private partnerships that of the commercial salvage industry and the u s

navy the second edition updates u s navy salvage history through the

beginning of the 21st century and chronicles 18 additional precedent



setting marine salvage and deep ocean recovery operations

NASA Technical Memorandum 1988 europe s financial crisis cannot be

blamed on the euro harold james contends in this probing exploration of

the whys whens whos and what ifs of european monetary union the

current crisis goes deeper to a series of problems that were debated but

not resolved at the time of the euro s invention since the 1960s

europeans had been looking for a way to address two conundrums

simultaneously the dollar s privileged position in the international

monetary system and germany s persistent current account surpluses in

europe the euro was created under a politically independent central bank

to meet the primary goal of price stability but while the monetary side of

union was clearly conceived other prerequisites of stability were beyond

the reach of technocratic central bankers issues such as fiscal rules and

europe wide banking supervision and regulation were thoroughly

discussed during planning in the late 1980s and 1990s but remained in

the hands of member states that omission proved to be a cause of crisis

decades later here is an account that helps readers understand the

european monetary crisis in depth by tracing behind the scenes

negotiations using an array of sources unavailable until now notably from

the european community s committee of central bank governors and the

delors committee of 1988 89 which set out the plan for how europe could

reach its goal of monetary union as this foundational study makes clear it

was the constant friction between politicians and technocrats that shaped



the euro and euro or no euro this clash will continue into the future

The Sixth Great Power 2022-01-18 the global rise of neoliberalism since

the 1970s is widely seen as a dynamic originating in the united states and

the united kingdom and only belatedly and partially repeated by germany

from this anglocentric perspective germany s emergence at the forefront

of neoliberal reforms in the eurozone is perplexing and tends to be

attributed to the same forces conventionally associated with the anglo

american pioneers this book challenges this ruling narrative conceptually

and empirically it recasts the genesis of neoliberalism as a process driven

by a plenitude of actors ideas and interests and it lays bare the pragmatic

reasoning and counterintuitive choices of german crisis managers that are

obscured by this master story drawing on extensive original archival

research this book argues that german officials did not intentionally set

out to promote neoliberal change instead they were more intent on

preserving germany s export markets and competitiveness in order to

stabilize the domestic compact between capital and labor nevertheless the

series of measures german policy elites took to manage the end of

golden age capitalism promoted neoliberal transformation in crucial

respects it destabilized the bretton woods system it undermined socialist

and social democratic responses to the crisis in europe it frustrated an

internationally coordinated keynesian reflation of the world economy and

ultimately it helped push the us into the volcker interest rate shock that

inaugurated the attack on welfare and labor under reagan and thatcher



from this vantage point the book illuminates the very different rationale

behind the painful reforms german state managers have demanded of

their indebted eurozone partners

Maria Theresa 1999 practical japanese の続編で 日本語を文法から学びたい人のため

の日本語学習書 practical japanese と practical japanese2 で jlpt 日本語能力試験

のn4レベルの文法を 約70 学ぶことができるので 試験対策にも使える 単なる丸暗記ではなく

応用ができるようになりたい方や 似ている表現との違いを知りたい方 とにかく ところで など

日本人がよく使う表現をマスターしたい方など 楽しく日本語を学びながら一歩上を目指す方に最

適

Pearson 2009 who were key figures in the making of european monetary

union which ideas did they contribute to ensuring that monetary union

would be sustainable how prescient were they in identifying the necessary

and sufficient foundations of a sustainable monetary union this book

provides the first systematic historical examination of key architects of

european monetary union in the period before its launch in 1999 using

original archival and interview research it investigates the intellectual and

career backgrounds of these architects their networking skills and their

own doubts and reservations about the way in which monetary union was

being constructed in the light of the later euro area architects of the euro

deals critically with not just their contribution to the making of european

monetary union but also their legacy the book brings together a

distinguished group of scholars working on the history of economic and

monetary union



Mud, Muscle, and Miracles 2012-11-19 this book comprehensively

describes the history of gatineau park from the first proposals for a

national park in the early 1900s to the governance issues in the present

period and it highlights the issues concerning the planning and

governance of this unique near urban ecological area the 34 500 hectare

gatineau park is an ecologically diverse wilderness area near the cities of

ottawa canada s national capital and gatineau gatineau park is planned

and managed as the capital s conservation park by the federal

government specifically the national capital commission ncc this

monograph examines numerous governmental and non governmental

actors that are engaged in the governance of a near urban wilderness

area unlike canada s national parks gatineau park s administration

involves all three levels of government federal provincial and four

municipalities this book is the first to document the relations among the

public and private entities and is one of only a handful of studies

concerning the governance of canada s national capital region ncr which

is relatively unique in the literature on federal capitals of particular interest

to students of governance will be the examination of federal provincial

relations as the governments of canada and quebec have had a

notoriously strained relationship as the first governance study of gatineau

park the monograph will provide readers with insight into the significance

of non state actors showing the range of competencies that public and

private groups deploy in their negotiations with ncc planners policymakers



park managers local and federal politicians

Making the European Monetary Union 2021-01-05 this reference work

catalogues all english language books and journal articles about the

former yugoslavia it contains over 9000 entries arranged by subject and is

fully indexed the bibliographic citations are arranged under broad subject

headings geography history and so on the major subject headings are

further broken dowen into easy to follow headings and sub headings

Unwitting Architect 2018-09 this updated full colour illustrated book

recounts the history of canada s various national orders decorations and

medals this expanded and updated edition of the canadian honours

system surveys the history of canada s various orders decorations and

medals from new france s croix de st louis britain s the order of the bath

to modern canadian honours such as the sacrifice medal and recently

created polar medal since the establishment of the order of canada in

1967 the canadian honours system has grown to become one of the most

comprehensive in the world with more than 300 000 canadians having

been rewarded over the past fifty years each honour in the modern

canadian honours system and its precursor the british imperial honours

system is examined here in detail including historical background design

and criteria for bestowal with special chapters on heraldry protocol and

the proper mounting and wearing of medals the canadian honours system

is an essential reference for anyone interested in canadian honours

JLPT N4レベルの基礎文法と使える表現 2017-03-16 in islands of sovereignty



anthropologist and legal scholar jeffrey s kahn offers a new interpretation

of the transformation of us borders during the late twentieth century and

its implications for our understanding of the nation state as a legal and

political form kahn takes us on a voyage into the immigration tribunals of

south florida the coast guard vessels patrolling the northern caribbean and

the camps of guantánamo bay once the world s largest us operated

migrant detention facility to explore how litigation concerning the fate of

haitian asylum seekers gave birth to a novel paradigm of offshore oceanic

migration policing combining ethnography in haiti at guantánamo and

alongside us migration patrols in the caribbean with in depth archival

research kahn expounds a nuanced theory of liberal empire s dynamic

tensions and its racialized geographies of securitization an innovative

historical anthropology of the modern legal imagination islands of

sovereignty forces us to reconsider the significance of the rise of the

current us immigration border and its relation to broader shifts in the legal

infrastructure of contemporary nation states across the globe

Architects of the Euro 2021-03-22 the indecent screen explores clashes

over indecency in broadcast television among u s based media advocates

television professionals the federal communications commission and tv

audiences cynthia chris focuses on the decency debates during an

approximately twenty year period since the telecommunications act of

1996 which in many ways restructured the media environment

simultaneously ever increasing channel capacity new forms of distribution



and time shifting in the form of streaming and on demand viewing options

radically changed how when and what we watch but instead of these

innovations quelling concerns that tv networks were too often transmitting

indecent material that was accessible to children complaints about

indecency skyrocketed soon after the turn of the century chris

demonstrates that these clashes are significant battles over the role of

family the role of government and the value of free speech in our lives

arguing that an uncensored media is so imperative to the public good that

we can and must endure the occasional indecent screen

Governance of Near-Urban Conservation Areas 1993 benjamin disraeli was

perhaps the most colourful prime minister in british history this seventh

volume of the highly acclaimed benjamin disraeli letters edition shows

also that he was a dedicated resourceful and farsighted statesman it

contains 670 letters written between 1857 and 1859 they address friends

family political colleagues and not least queen victoria and prince albert

during this period disraeli shepherded a fragile conservative government

through the indian mutiny the second opium war with china the orsini

bomb plot and the franco austrian piedmontese war only to fail at home

over parliamentary reform day by day politics and behind the scenes

strategy dominate while lighter hearted letters to friends and family reveal

the private disraeli s charm and wit with an appendix of 115 newly found

letters dating from 1825 as well as information on 219 unfound letters full

annotations to each letter an exhaustive name and subject index and a



comprehensive introduction this volume will be a vital resource for new

understanding of this enigmatic statesman

Yugoslavia 1978-03 this volume brings together a collection of papers

which review the wide ranging issues arising out of post conflict

economies in africa case studies drawing on experiences from west

central and southern africa illuminate and complement the thematic

overview extensive analysis illustrates the policies and strategies available

for the reconstruction and rehabilitation of post conflict african economies

to establish sustainable political social and financial institutions which

promote stability growth and equity and reduce the risks of conflict

recurring

Current Index to Journals in Education, Semi-Annual Cumulation, July-

December, 1977 1915 first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of

taylor francis an informa company

Commonwealth Arbitration Reports 2015-11-28 written by an ecologist

who founded the london wildlife trust and the british association of nature

conservationists this is an expose of britain s pollution scandal a story of

cover up and ecological misrule britain he contends has acquired the

blackest ecological reputation

The Canadian Honours System 2019-01-11 james stewart lockhart called it

the great difference returned from an inspection tour of the newly leased

extension to hong kong territory in august 1898 lockhart a senior hong

kong colonial official had used this phrase to describe the gulf between



the new territories and its people and the existing british colony of hong

kong and its inhabitants in this volume james hayes argues that this the

great difference led the colonial government to administer the new

territories and its people differently from the old urban area from the

outset resulting in repercussions that affect present day hong kong the

study covers the whole period of the lease with all its crowded events and

dramatic changes as they affected the native inhabitants and their

relationship with the government and over time the many times larger new

urban population james hayes phd lond hondlitt hk is a scholar of the

hong kong region and its people he worked in the new territories for

almost half his thirty two years of government service and was regional

secretary in charge of district administration there in 1985 87 his

publications include friends and teachers hong kong and its people 1953

87 hong kong university press 1996 and south china village culture 2001

Islands of Sovereignty 1994 u s naval forces must be prepared to

respond to a broad array of threats of increasing importance are those

from chemical and biological warfare cw and bw to help review its current

state of preparedness the chief of naval operations asked the national

research council nrc to assess the u s navy s defense capabilities against

cw and bw threats in particular to what extent are they being developed to

enable naval forces to sense and analyze quickly the presence of

chemical and biological agents withstand or avoid exposure to such

agents deal with contamination under a broad spectrum of operational



conditions and over what period will these capabilities be realized this

report presents the results of that assessment it provides an overview of

the potential threats and an evaluation of the navy s operations non

medical programs and medical countermeasures designed to confront

those threats the report also presents a series of general and specific

findings and recommendations based on these assessments

Miramar Landfill General Development Plan/ Fiesta Island Replacement

Project/ Northern Sludge Processing Facility/ West Miramar Landfill Phase

II: Overburden Disposal, Naval Air Station Miramar, San Diego

2019-01-07 as the twentieth century ended canada was completing its

sixth term on the un security council a decade later ottawa s attempt to

return to the council was dramatically rejected by its global peers leaving

canadians and international observers shocked and disappointed canada

on the united nations security council tells the story of that defeat and

what it means for future campaigns describing and analyzing canada s

attempts since 1946 both successful and unsuccessful to gain a seat as a

non permanent member impeccably researched and clearly written this is

the definitive history of the canadian experience on the world s most

powerful stage

The Indecent Screen 1982-01-01 geopolitical competition is increasingly

playing out in the space beyond diplomacy and short of conventional war

sometimes referred to as the gray zone which is forcing the united states

to confront the liabilities of its strengths this report assesses current u s



government actions to deter campaign through and respond to

competitors gray zone tactics using the campaign planning framework

established in by other means part i it also provides recommendations

aimed at ameliorating u s liabilities and building on its asymmetries to

improve u s national security in the presence of rivals gray zone

approaches

Benjamin Disraeli Letters: 1857-1859 1989 in this new edition james a

pritchard has added a summary of recent developments in wildlife science

and management and discusses historical continuities in the role of

yellowstone park as a wildlife refuge and conservator

Were Relevant Documents Withheld from the Congressional Committees

Investigating the Iran-Contra Affair? 2005-01-13 over the past fifty years

more than 6 000 canadians have been appointed to the order of canada

this illustrated history traces the order s origins along the way explaining

how the merit based honour got its familiar snowflake insignia replete with

gorgeous illustrations this book provides an accessible window into our

national honour

Post-Conflict Economies in Africa 2005-11-10

Apprenticeship In England, 1600-1914 1990

The Dirty Man of Europe 2012-07-01

The Great Difference 1945

Proceedings of Conservation Commission 2004-08-03

Naval Forces' Defense Capabilities Against Chemical and Biological



Warfare Threats 2019-09-01

Canada on the United Nations Security Council 2019-11-04

By Other Means Part II 2022-10

Preserving Yellowstone's Natural Conditions 1974

Remote Sensing of Pollutants Computerized Reduction of Long-path

Absorption Data 2017-01-07

Fifty Years Honouring Canadians
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